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Abstract. In this position paper, we propose the concept of Elastic
HTML5, which enables web applications to oﬄoad workload using cloudbased web workers and cloud-based storage for mobile devices. Elastic
HTML5 is a collection of software components and functions in for a web
runtime agent (e.g., web browser); this includes components and methods to create and manage web workers in the cloud so as to augment
the computation functionality of a browser-based application running
on a device. Elastic HTML5 also includes the components and methods to create and manage elastic storage between the main thread of a
web application and its web workers. With these functions, a web application can run in elastic manner such that, whenever necessary, the
mobile device can obtain resources from the cloud, including computation and storage, and when necessary, it can run oﬄine at the device side
completely.

1

Introduction

HTML5 is being proposed by W3C as the next generation of HTML. Although the speciﬁcation has been under development since 2004, many features
of HTML5 are supported by the latest builds of browsers including Firefox,
Chrome, Safari and Opera. Microsoft is also starting to support HTML5 within
Internet Explorer. Web workers and local storage are important concepts and
features in HTML5. A web worker is a script that runs in the background within
the browser. For example, in the Chrome browser, a web worker is an independent background renderer process. A web application (e.g., an HTML page) can
communicate with a web worker with onMessage() and postMessage() methods. A web page usually can only talk to web workers from the same origin. Each
web application or web worker can have persistent local storage (such as SQL
database). Compared with traditional cookies, local storage has the beneﬁts of
larger data size, supporting variant data types, and ﬁrst class object names to
access data with JavaScript.
Mobile devices such as cellular phones, in general, are constrained platforms
with limited computational power and storage, support for a ﬁxed set of codecs
and data formats, and limited capability to access and process web services. To
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address these restrictions for computing-, networking- and storage-intensive web
applications, we propose the concept of Elastic HTML5, which enables an elastic
version of the web worker model in HTML5 and allows workers to run on remote
cores. Elastic storage between a device and cloud dynamically extends the capability of a web application and synchronizes data between the web application’s
main thread and its web workers.
Our elastic scheme enables transparent distribution of the computation and
storage of a single web application into multiple locations including client browser
environments and remote cloud nodes. The main function to support this feature
is a pair of proxy web workers on client and cloud sides to relay and route messages between other web workers. Rather than a simple and rigid solution where
nearly all processing and storage is done either on the cloud or on the device, we
want to be able to migrate functionality between the device and cloud, as and
when it is required. This ability allows the device to adapt to diﬀerent workloads,
performance goals, and network latencies. For example, an application could run
locally when the device workload is light, but as the workload increases, more
and more of its computation can be shifted oﬀ the device to the cloud.
Some of the advantages of elastic HTML5 include:
– It can transparently augment mobile browser capability with cloud computing and storage resources.
– It needs no change to the existing web programming model (i.e., HTML,
CSS, and JavaScript) and facilitates cross-platform development.
– It introduces no new programming language to application developers.
– It uses a simple extension for integration with web applications, via web
worker and storage APIs.
– It requires a simple extension and integration with mobile platforms which
support HTML5 web worker and storage speciﬁcations.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 covers some background
and related work about HTML5 and computation oﬄoading. We highlight some
features and functions of elastic HTML5 in Section 3, including launching web
workers in the cloud and runtime message ﬂow. We discuss some future research
directions towards practical elastic HTML5 at the end of this paper.

2

Background

HTML5. The W3C HTML5 working draft speciﬁes the APIs of HTML5 applications. Web workers and local storage are important features of HTML5. A
web worker can be forked from the main browsing context in the browser runtime and can communicate via postMessage() and onMessage(). An HTML5
application can use local storage of a client, such as SQL database, to store
application-speciﬁc data. So far, there has been no prior consideration of running web workers and storage in the cloud for the client-side browsing sessions.
Remote Execution Systems. Cyber foraging [7,8,16] is a common approach
explored by many to augment the capability of resource-constrained mobile devices. The basic idea is to dynamically discover and make use of nearby resources,
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called surrogates, to oﬄoad the execution of an application or parts of an application running on a mobile device. Adaptive Oﬄoading [10], Coign [11], and
R-OSGi [14] leverage programming language and application runtime middleware to transform applications into distributed systems. However these remote
execution mechanisms and architectures are not for the browser environment and
many of them are tightly coupled with speciﬁc programming languages such as
Java. In addition, most of them require a new application model, which target
splitting legacy applications to run in distributed manner.
CloneCloud [9] takes the approach of cloning the entire user’s mobile device
environment on a remote server(s). Applications can then be quickly restarted
on or migrated to the remote machine when the user’s machine is running low
on resources. Whereas CloudCloud needs to change existing applications to
make them partial on device and partial on cloud, our scheme does not need
to change the application model used by web applications. It uses existing interfaces for communication between JavaScript contexts and works transparently
with HTML5 applications. More speciﬁcally, existing HTML5 applications can
use our techniques without any modiﬁcation.
Virtual Machine Migration. Virtual machine migration [12,17] and VMbased cloudlet [15] are complementary approaches to enable users to seamlessly
access their applications and data across multiple and heterogeneous devices
in general. It also enables users to instantly continue/restore an application
on a diﬀerent device, when their current machine is running low on resources.
The fundamental design objective of our elastic web application model is to
remove the constraints of speciﬁc mobile platforms by providing a distributed
framework that extends the device into the cloud. The salient feature of the
elastic model is that it can oﬀer a range of elasticity patterns between resourceconstrained devices and Internet-based clouds [19]. Each pattern in turn can be
realized by several execution conﬁgurations. A comprehensive cost model can be
used to dynamically adjust execution conﬁgurations thus optimizing application
performance in terms of power savings, monetary savings, or throughput.
Browsing Through Remote Rendering. Flashproxy [13] supports active
web content on mobile devices using a proxy to splice active content out of
web pages and replace it with an Ajax-based remote display component. The
spliced active content executes within a remote sandbox on the proxy. However,
Flashproxy is speciﬁc for the Flash plugin, and it has to change Flash bytecode
to access a proxy. Similarly, Opera Mini is a JavaME application that displays
web pages that are reformatted and compressed by Opera servers [4]. Deepﬁsh
is Microsoft’s experiment in remote rendering for mobile browsing [2].
Compared with our scheme, Flashproxy has only one proxy server and does
not oﬀer an elastic storage mechanism. Also, Opera Mini and Deepﬁsh work
for web page format/rendering only, so they do not distribute computation or
storage of a single web application into many locations.
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Elastic HTML5
HTML5 Web Worker

The W3C WHATWG speciﬁes HTML5 web worker [5]. Web workers allow
JavaScript to run in parallel on a web page, without blocking the user interfaces. Typically, a web worker is an independent browser execution context (i.e.,
thread or process) from any web page. It runs in background and talks with the
web page that creates it via dedicated message channels. It can talk with web
servers via XMLHttpRequest (for HTML4) and WebSocket (for HTML5) methods. Furthermore, it can store data persistently in local database. A web worker
can be either dedicated, in that it works for one web page, or shared by multiple
pages, e.g., to transfer data or messages between them. Also, it can create subworkers, delegate tasks, aggregate results, and can be a shared library for other
web workers.
We have tested the support of web worker functionalities in various mainstream browsers. As a web worker runs in an independent browser execution
context, it cannot access global variables and DOM (Data Object Model) from
the main thread of a web page. Also, as accessing to session and local storage
are through global variables in the current HTML5 speciﬁcation, a web worker
cannot access a web page’s session and local storages. However, according to
the speciﬁcation, a web worker can access local database storage, which can be
independent to each web worker, or can be shared with the main thread of the
application, although so far based on our experiment, none of the current mainstream browsers support this function. Therefore, this position paper focuses on
the elasticity of web worker and database-based storage. However, if other forms
of local storage are supported for web worker in the future, it can be applicable
to them.
3.2

Elastic Web Worker

The basic idea for elastic web application with HTML5 is to run web worker
in a cloud platform, e.g., private cloud such as home and enterprise, or public
cloud such as Amazon EC2 [1] and Google AppEngine [3]. Figure 1 shows the
overview of our elastic web worker. To transparently support this elasticity, the
following requirements need to be supported for web worker:
– A web worker should communicate with a web page’s main thread with
existing APIs (i.e., message-based communication channels), no matter it is
running on local browser environment or in cloud environment.
– Web workers can communicate with each other with existing APIs no matter
they are located together in one location or in separate locations.
– A web worker should be able to access database storage with existing APIs,
no matter the database is in device side or in cloud. That is, the database
should appear “locally” no matter where the web worker is running.
– When running in cloud, a web worker should be able to access external web
servers and comply with the same security policies as it runs in the client-side
browser environment.
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Fig. 1. Concept of Elastic Web Worker

3.3

Launching Web Worker

Figure 2 shows the infrastructure to launch a web worker in elastic HTML5. The
high-level work ﬂow is following:
1. Whenever the main thread of an HTML5 application (e.g., a loaded web
page) invokes a web worker, it sends the request to a device-side elastic web
worker manager (EWWM), which decides where to launch the web worker in the same browser environment of the device, or on cloud. EWWM provides
the same web worker message APIs to JavaScript such that there is no need
to change any existing HTML5 application.
2. EWWM checks security policies on launching the web worker, such as the
same-origin policy (SOP), according to the HTML5 speciﬁcations. A web
worker is invoked by EWWM only when it passes the security checks.
3. EWWM maintains a table with each loaded web page, which includes the
information of all the names of active web workers (accessed by the main
thread in the web page) and others including URLs if they are running in
the cloud, and the message ports if they are running locally.
4. EWWM decides where to launch the target web worker. When the worker
is launched locally, EWWM invokes the web worker with parameters from
the ﬁrst step, and updates the table with the related information of the
launched web worker. The decision can be made by considering some cost
objectives [19].
5. If EWWM decides to launch the target web worker in the cloud, it ﬁles the
request to cloud web worker service (CWWS), along with the parameters
and code of the web worker. CWWS in turn arranges necessary resources
such as a speciﬁc CPU core, storage, etc. and launches the web worker with
the transferred parameters.
6. CWWS returns the end point (URL) of the web worker to EWWM, which
in turn updates its active web worker table with the related information.
7. After these steps, the main thread and invoked web workers can talk to each
other, using existing message-based web worker APIs.
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Fig. 2. Launching Web Worker in Elastic HTML5

In order to save the cost of transferring the code from device to cloud, EWWM
can send the web worker invocation request with parameter of the web worker’s
absolute URL. Then, CWWS fetches the web worker code and invokes it in
cloud. Again, the security policies are enforced by EWWM and CWWS such
that web workers will be executed with the same origin as the device-side web
application, although its code can be retrieved from a diﬀerent origin.
In real implementation, EWWM can be a browser extension, a plugin, or a
usual web worker. Also, CWWS can be web service interface, or simply a cloudbased web worker.
3.4

Runtime Message Flow

Figure 3 shows the runtime interaction among a web application and elastic web
workers. Two proxy web workers, residing on device and cloud side and representing the role of EWWM and CWWS, respectively, route and relay messages
between original web workers and web application main thread. All communication between web workers are through postMessage() and onMessage() interfaces speciﬁed by HTML5. The communication between two proxy web workers
are bidirectional, e.g., via WebSocket APIs [6], a dedicated TCP connection, or
a long lived HTTP connection, which is not visible to the main thread and other
web workers. The proxy web workers act as distributed elasticity layer for web
applications.
A cloud web worker can access external web servers (e.g., via Ajax) directly,
according to the same security policies in the client-side browser environment.
Optionally, a cloud web worker can only access external web servers via the
device-side proxy web worker, which can enforce security policies in more eﬃcient
and consistent way. To support this, the Ajax APIs should be wrapped or rewritten to embody this indirect calling. With this design, each web worker and
the main thread have exactly the same interfaces as speciﬁed by HTML5 or its
future versions. All communications and location-awareness are handled by the
proxy web workers transparently.
A web worker can be migrated from device to the cloud or vice versa. As
each web worker communicates with others and external web servers with the
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Fig. 3. Message Flow of Elastic Web Worker

same interfaces as speciﬁed by HTML5, a web worker can seamlessly run after
migration. The decision for the migration can also be based on some objectives.

3.5

Elastic Storage

Each web worker can have its local database storage. To maintain transparency, a
web worker can access database no matter where it is running, thus management
and synchronization of local storage between device and the cloud has to be
supported. Figure 4 shows the method to enable this idea. By this description,
we assume that there is only one active copy of a data item in a database - either
the data is in cloud-side or in device-side.
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Similar to web worker APIs, the elasticity layer provides the same interfaces
speciﬁed by HTML5 to local database storage. when a web worker invokes APIs
to access database such as openDB(), the proxy web worker looks up at both
device and cloud sides to check if the target database exists. If not, the database
is created locally (local to the invoking web worker) and database transactions
are performed as usual, e.g., with DBtransaction() method. Otherwise, the
elastic layer routes the message to the corresponding database either in device
or cloud side, and the corresponding proxy web worker ﬁnishes the operations
and returns results. Thus, although a database is located in the cloud, it works
like a local storage to device web workers.
To support oﬄine operation, the device-side and cloud-side database should
be synchronized or even migrated. This can be done either online or oﬄine. Also,
a database synchronization or migration can be done along with the invocation
or migration of a web worker. As alternatives, the database synchronization and
migration can be done by elasticity layer or other mechanisms.
According to diﬀerent operations from diﬀerent web workers, the databases at
device and at cloud can be split from a single database, e.g., each has diﬀerent
tables, or each has diﬀerent attributes of the same table. Database splitting and
union operations are possible along with invocation and migration of web workers.

4

Concluding Remarks and Future Work

While we believe elastic HTML5 bridges the web-based programming model
for mobile devices and powerful computing resources from cloud in a friendly
manner, there are several challenges to be resolved before it can be widely useful
for general web applications. First, the network latency is a major issue for
many highly user interactive web applications. To minimize latency, web workers
having tight dependency on updating UI parts of an application should run at
the device side. In general, there can be a break-even point by considering the
beneﬁt of oﬄoading web workers to cloud to have fast computation and the cost
of network latency, which needs comprehensive study in our future work.
With distributed web workers and storage, running an elastic HTML5 application should decide what logic will run on the cloud and what on the client. As the
topology of elastic applications is more varied, we can identify several common
patterns, such as web worker pools and shadowing on cloud, task splitting web
workers, aggregating web workers, and many others [19]. Also, to decide where
a web worker should be launched, and when an running web worker should be
migrated between a mobile device and cloud, some cost factors should be considered, e.g., for minimizing power consumption of the device. Overall, we believe
a cost model is necessary for elastic HTML5 applications.
Since web workers run in diﬀerent locations, it is desirable to replicate database
storage to increase performance, but then data integrity and synchronization
become issues. Further, code and application state computation migration is a
traditional problem in many systems [8,18]. It is a challenging task to support
runtime web worker migration thus enhance mobile user experience, but at the
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same time achieve the transparency and seamlessness. Furthermore, integrity and
data security of web workers running on cloud are potential problems. We have
designed a lightweight protocol to distribute shared secrets and session keys between distributed application components running on mobile devices and cloud
nodes for mutual authentication purposes [20]. However, how to build strong
trust between web worker runtime environments in the cloud is an open problem that we will explore.
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